REST&STRETCH

INDUSTRIAL STRINGLINE DOUGH MAKE UP SYSTEM

rest&stretch*
Large capacity range; from 3000 – 12.000 pcs per hour or more

Seeding

FRK second intermediate string proofer
for resting time < 10 min

BIP first proofer for round dough balls
with proofing times > 20 minutes
or more – static

Cutting

SL 3 Checkweigher with
statistics program
and ejector

Spreading
Depositing

Combi U
first pre-moulder

V 700 multi piston divider
with Voluminator technology

Centring device

Stretching unit
with 2 moulding stations

CCR 59
final rounder

V belt
dough
friendly
infeed

CR 59 AT adjustable
track first rounder

* the above layout shows a straight version – L and U and customised configurations available

Technology
The Baguette+ is a stringline dough make up system.
It has been designed for industrial production lines of long
moulded products such as baguettes, brioches, sandwich rolls,
petit pains, and a variety of rustic breads.
The line is a pulsing system: resting and stretching the dough
to the desired length without stress and forcing the dough.
The dough is handled very gently from portioning via prerounding, a special infeed system for the first intermediate
proofer which is static (no movement of the dough during
resting), pre-moulding, second intermediate proofing, and final
stretching, seeding, cutting, and depositing.

The Baguetta+ guarantees a slow process for an optimal dough
development, to achieve a substantial reduction of elasticity
and increase stretchability for moulding and stretching.
The line guarantees that the dough pieces are processed very
dough friendly and uses minimal flour dust to avoid sticking,
and there is no dough waste or dough return.

Technical
The line consists out of a multi piston dough divider, a rounder,
checkweigher, first intermediate proofer for round dough balls,
pre moulder, second intermediate proofer for long moulded
products, centring unit, stretching system, seeding, cutting, and
depositing.
The combination of these components results in many different
layouts: straight, U shape, L shape and different discharges for
different positions are possible f.e. round dough balls.
The variety of machines also guarantee various capacities,
dough weights, and final shapes.
Every production line is tailormade for the integration in existing
configurations: building, total systems, and conditions such as
temperature and humidity.

Application
The system can be integrated in automatic or semi-automatic
complete production lines for fresh, parbaked and frozen
doughs. It can be used for different processes, and for a wide
range of ingredients.
All type of doughs from stiff, to very soft, pre-fermented, sponge
doughs, cold doughs, and doughs with alternative ingredients/
flours can be processed.
By using the Voluminator dividing system the Baguetta+ is
extremely useful for very high-water absorption doughs and prefermented doughs so that an open texture is guaranteed while
dividing with the highest weight accuracy.

Advantages








Stringline system to produce long moulded products such as
baguettes, knotted breads, sandwich rolls, petit pains, and many
other convenience products
Pulsing system – rest & stretch – double to triple more resting
time than conventional systems
Slow process for optimal dough development, to achieve a
substantial reduction of elasticity and increase stretchability for
moulding and stretching
Very dough friendly dividing system by using the unique
Voluminator technology with adjustable pressure and pressure
compensator



Highly accurate weights with integrated checkweigher



Rounding system included with adjustable tracks and speed



Special infeed dough friendly system in first proofer





Static first intermediate proofer without tumbling of dough or
movement, with resting times <20 minutes for round products
and + <10 minutes for long products
Large variety of process and product variation: soft/stiff/prefermented/cold/sensitive/open texture/hydrated/different
flours/ingredients




Large weight variety
Different shapes from round to oblong and extreme long
and belly type



Cutting station included for different cuttings 2-3-4



Pointed ends moulding station



Seeding station included



Flourless make up







Many different configurations in line set up and integration
in total systems possible
Large capacity ranges from 3000 – 12.000 pcs per hour or
more
Consistent end products with high weight accuracy and
consistent shape



No dough wastes



No dough returns

Summary
The Baguetta+ is a unique dough make up system designed for
industrial bakeries.
The principle is to rest and stretch the dough 2 times before final
shaping and decorating.
By handling the dough very dough friendly the final product is
consistent, rustic, with an open texture, in very different shapes
and all with a good taste, look and bite.
The components are solid, built to last, and easy to operate and
maintain.
There is nearly no use of flour and there is no dough waste or
dough return. Each production line is tailormade and specified to
the requirements of the user regarding recipe, process, building
and integration in existing total systems.

Inspired?
WP Haton – your ticket to success !
Contact your Key Account Manager
or WP Haton
via sales@wp-haton.com

